Thousands more flood West Berlin
East, West Berlin mayors meet

BERLIN (AP) — West Germany's president Sunday urged Western nations to help East Germany recover from the exodus of its citizens, and the West German government declared an end to its Berlin shoo k on no man's land to usher in a new era of relati ons.

East Germany's Communist Party called for an emergency party congress and recommended a new slate of leaders to replace the Old Guard and institute re­forms in his changing nation.

Another hole was cut through the Berlin Wall to the roaring cheers of spectators. East Ber­ liners continued to flood the western half of the city, buying all they could afford with their $155 of government "welcome cream bars."

By Sunday afternoon, Burger King was out of beer and Beza­ gen-Daz had sold all its ice cream bars.

Unlike thousands who aban­ doned their communist home­ land for the West in recent weeks, most people crossing on the weekend were just visiting, taking advantage of the free­ dom created by the opening Thursday of East Germany's borders. By Sunday night, the border gridlock had eased, and West Berlin's streets were re­turning to normal.

Reflecting the new open bor­der policy, East German De­fense Minister Heinz Kessler said Sunday that border guards, who once shot at their fleeing countrymen, have been told not to use firearms any more in cases of border viola­tions.

But amid the euphoria, there were reminders of the political changes and uncertainty still sweeping through East Ger­many, which began carving pas­sages through the 29-mile­ December of 1989. The buildings, located on Green Field south of the University Club, center, and the CCE, top, will house the Kellogg Institute for International Studies and other facilities.
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Women and the University

Report says ND should revise its policy towards women

By KELLEY TUTHILL
Assistant News Editor

The Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of Women recently presented a report that pointed out specific problems that women face at the Univer­ sity and recommended possible solutions in its letter to the Committee of the Board of Trustees.

"We discovered that the Uni­versity of Notre Dame was not doing as much as our peer in­stitutions to establish strong empow­ered administrative channels for coordinating and monitoring the status of women on campus," stated the report presented to the Aca­dem ic and Faculty Affairs Committee.

The report made the follow­ing recommendations:

• Notre Dame should establish a standing University Commit­tee on the Status of Women that would represent all women on the campus.

• There should be a Women's...
The Grace Period panel discussion on South Africa will be at 8 p.m. in the Grace Hall pit. Panelists will be Fr. Oliver Plunkett Tavis, Prof. Peter Walsh, Mr. Gary Sugarman, Mr. Jon Paul Chequez, and Prof. Loxley Ayres. The panel will be moderated by Sarah Stephens, W.2.4.5.

Volunteers for a learn-to-ski program for the handicapped are needed. The program is sponsored by Special Outdoor-Leisure Opportunities. An information meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the Logans Center Cafeteria, 1235 N. Eddy Street. For more information, contact Lisa Wilcox at 289-1529 in the evening.

A lecture on French roulette by figure Charles Marie de Talleyrand will be presented by Bernard Neifling, professor emeritus of history at Notre Dame, at 7:30 p.m. in the Carroll Auditorium of Madeleva Hall at Saint Mary’s.

Legendary communist leader Dolores Barruti, nicknamed “La Pasionaria” for her fiery oratory during the Spanish Civil War, died Sunday in Madrid. She was 93. A member of the Ramon y Cajal Hospital medical team, speaking on condition of anonymity, said her death was due to “pneumonia, aggravated by her advanced age.”

New strategic nuclear weapons continue to be deployed by the Kremlin, top administration officials in Washington insisted Sunday, although a published report said some deployments had been cut in anticipation of an arms control deal. “The fact of the matter is the Soviets have continued to modernize their strategic forces,” Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said on the NBC-TV program “Meet the Press.”

World Awareness: Middle East Week presents two films to begin a week of events concerning the Middle East. The films are “Intolerance in the Arab World” and “Israel: The Story of the Jewish People” will be shown at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

“Hunger: The Tragedy We Choose,” a lecture by John Hamrick, executive director of Oxfam America, will be at 7 p.m. in the Stapleton Lounge, Le Mans Hall, Saint Mary’s College.

A resume writing workshop, presented by Marilyn Bury, assistant director of Career and Placement Services, will be at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Lounge. The workshop will be repeated on Wednesday, November 15, at the same time and place.

A means of screening human eggs for abnormalities before fertilization has been discovered by researchers, and it may eventually be used to control the technique to prevent genetic disease. Doctors at the Illinois Masonic Medical Center’s Reproductive Genetics Institute say the procedure could push genetic screening back to the earliest possible point — before the pregnancy even occurs, a report published in the Chicago Tribune’s Sunday editions.

In Indiana:

More than $520,000 is a mixed federal and state fund designated for the training disadvantaged workers at the Subaru-Buick Automotive Inc. plant near Lafayette, instead was used for start-up costs at the new auto assembly plant, a U.S. Department of Labor report says. Money totaling $523,649 from the federal Job Training Partnership Act was part of an $86 million package of tax breaks

Eighteen barges of pollutants and trash washed ashore between Rockport, Ind., and Shawneetown, Ill. According to a copyright story in Sunday’s Evansville Courier, 12 to 15 barge loads were stranded by high waters. Cleanup efforts by researchers, and it may be possible to use the procedure to prevent genetic disease. Doctors at the Illinois Masonic Medical Center’s Reproductive Genetics Institute say the procedure could push genetic screening back to the earliest possible point — before the pregnancy even occurs, a report published in the Chicago Tribune’s Sunday editions.

Balloons that shorted out a 7,260-volt power line were released by Joseph McKinney of Indianapolis, to celebrate his third birthday. The Anderson Municipal Light & Power Co. was not happy with the boy, since twenty-five Anderson homes lost power for about half an hour because of the balloons.
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By ASHOK RODRIGUES
News Writer

The Sister Thea Bowman Black Catholic Educational Foundation, a society which attempts to improve Catholic education for black students, has established a chapter at the University of Notre Dame. The organization hopes to award scholarships to Notre Dame students in upcoming years, and is currently selling gift-wrapping paper to raise money to help subsidize nine students at the start, said Danielle Black, co-president of the Notre Dame chapter.

"The scholarships are given out to students who would not be able to return to school without it," she said.

The organization also hopes to go beyond financial aid, according to Derek Gandy, Notre Dame admissions counselor and faculty advisor to the Society on campus.

"The purpose of the foundation is to support disadvantaged black students financially, morally, spiritually, and socially," he said.

According to its statement of purpose, the campus chapter wants to "develop programs and activities that promote a deeper understanding of the unique spiritual and cultural gifts which the black community brings to the church and society." The statement said that this goal will be fulfilled by events such as an African-American retreat and a Reconciliation Day emphasizing black spirituality and culture. Other listed objectives include interaction with the South Bend black community and the establishment of a course on black theology.

The organization was founded nationally last year at St. Michael's College in Vermont, according to a press bulletin released earlier this year. Organizational meetings are still in progress, with one to take place at Notre Dame in April, said Gandy. Other schools have also initiated chapters, including Georgetown, Boston College, and Catholic University, he added.

Sister Thea Bowman, the inspiration for the Society, is a faculty member for Black Catholic Studies at Xavier University in New Orleans. The organization noted that she has appeared on "60 Minutes" and will be the subject of an upcoming book and movie starring Whoopi Goldberg.

Bowman appeared on campus in February, delivering a lecture on black spirituality at Catholic universities, said Co-president Black.

Pro-choice activists protest nationwide

(AP) — Abortion-rights activists, fresh from electoral triumphs in New Jersey and Virginia, began a nationwide series of protests Sunday with a candlelight service at dawn in a small Maine coastal town, hoping to illuminate the "darkness of back alley despair."

The events played upon President Bush's "thousand points of light" theme with a sunrise candlelight service in Kennebunk, Maine, near Bush's vacation retreat, and a sunset vigil in San Francisco.

Pro-choice activists were energized last week by the success of gubernatorial candidates in New Jersey and Virginia and New Jersey who of the court."

"Today is historic and it marks for all of us no turning back," said Molly Yard, president of the National Organization for Women. "This will be the issue of 1990."

In Los Angeles' Rancho Park, Rev. Jesse Jackson told a celebrity-laden crowd estimated at 150,000, said Lt. W.T. Lynch.
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Dinkins faces many problems in N.Y.C.

NEW YORK (AP) — As the outnumbered mayor-elect of New York City, David Dinkins may feel a four-year hangover kicking in.

A series of headlines await Dinkins as he faces the first black mayor of the nation's most populous city. And though they are common to most cities — crime, AIDS, the homeless — they've become nasty migraines in New York.

"I congratulate him and I wish him well, but I don't envy him," former Mayor John Lindsay said the day after Dinkins defeated Republican Rudolph Giuliani. "New York faces troubling problems and we've got nowhere to turn for help."

Lindsay was referring to the underlying problem: money.

The economic boom of the '80s has passed, revenues are slipping and Albany and Washington are in disarray, financier Felix Rohatyn, who helped rescue the city from '70s fiscal crisis, said earlier this year. "Many of our buildings are crumbling or unsafe; many of our school buildings are a disgrace; and many of our streets would embarrass a Third World country."

Welcome to the 1990s, Mayor Dinkins.

"Crime and crack. They're inseparable," said Thomas Reggepoto, director of the Citizens Crime Commission. And they led to clogged courtrooms and overcrowded jails.

In 1988, New York set records for murders (1,896) and violent crime (162,916 murders, rapes, robberies and assaults). Forty percent of the murders were drug related, Reggepoto said. In 1981, there were 26,000 arrests on drug charges; in 1988, about 90,000; this year it will be about 110,000, he said.

• AIDS. More than 22,000 New Yorkers contracted AIDS; more than 12,000 of them have died. About 200,000 are infected with the AIDS virus, according to some estimates, though some say the number could be as high as 360,000.

"It's going to be bad," said Carisa Cunningham of the Gay Men's Health Crisis. "There's a perception that it's slowed down, but that's not the case."

By the end of 1991, there will be 40,000 AIDS cases; by 1993, 60,000, the city Health Department estimates.

• Health care. "We're extremely strained in terms of capacity and in terms of financial difficulties," said Bruce Vladek, president of the United Hospital Fund of New York.

"That's all hospitals," he said, "though city hospitals are the particular brunt of the epidemics of AIDS and crack and related illnesses." New York City hospitals, public and private, average more than 50 percent occupancy, he said. The national average is 60 percent.

Even if a 10-year, $2.1 billion capital plan for city hospitals went ahead full steam — which it won't, he said — "that will achieve less than two-thirds of the modification that, it is said, everyone is needed.

"Welcome to the 1990s, Mayor Dinkins."
Effort to legalize drugs starts to gain ground

WASHINGTON (AP) — The conversion of former Secretary of State George Shultz has experts predicting others from across the political spectrum will join ranks with those who see decriminalization as a workable solution to the drug problem.

National drug control policy director William Bennett acknowledges that Shultz may draw others with him, but argues that legalization is a "dopey idea" and a "moral disaster" that won't wash with anyone who has been "within five miles of a crack house."

Nevertheless, legalization proponents are trumpeting an October speech by Shultz that appeared in adapted form in The Wall Street Journal as a major step toward moving the once-radical viewpoint into the mainstream.

The political mix of legalization advocates is already broad. On the conservative side are Shultz, who headed President Reagan's State Department and President Nixon's Treasury Department, economist Milton Friedman and political commentator William Buckley. The liberal side includes Democratic Mayor Kurt Schmoke of Baltimore, a former prosecutor, Hodding Carter III, journalist and chief State Department spokesman for Rumsfeld, and former Attorney General Edward Bennett. The liberal-co-conservative "the path you propose of more military in foreign countries; police, more jails, use of the drug war cannot be won by those restrictive rules for more dangerous drugs."

"Each is split into libertarian and social control groups."

Some legalization advocates say the issue simply needs to be addressed, while others call for controlled legalization with alcohol-like regulations for drugs such as marijuana, and more restrictive rules for more dangerous drugs. Most say President Bush's anti-drug strategy, developed by Bennett, is more of the same law enforcement programs that have not worked in the past.
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HAMBURG, West Germany (AP) — East Germans swarmed into Hamburg's infamous red-light district but found out in a hurry there were some things communist currency couldn't buy.

"They all want to pay with aluminum money," one St. Pauli district prostitute complained Saturday night, referring to the East German coins. Making use of their new travel freedom, East Germans crammed into Hamburg sex shops as well, leafing through magazines, examining merchandise and getting a close look at what they've long been told is Western moral decadence.

"It was a madhouse the whole day," said one shopper. "But they don't buy anything.

Apparently many of the East Germans were holding onto their 100 West German marks — about $55 — in "welcome money" for other things — like buying war surplus and electronic goods at shops in the same area.

BERLIN (YPI) — Haagen-Dazs ran out of ice cream bars Sunday, a rare occurrence in November. Burger King was out of beer by early afternoon. Even cash machines were empty as more than a million visitors swarmed through West Berlin.

East Germans crossing the now porous Berlin Wall, and West Berliners drawn to the impromptu international street festival, bought all the fruit and coffee available and flooded businesses from pretzel stands to peep shows.

Hordes of East Germans grabbed everything from lecture to radios, cleaning out stores in West German cities and towns near the border, from Lubeck in the north to Hof in Bavaria.

City officials, restaurateurs and shopkeepers found their supplies of goods falling short, but their good will appeared to be holding out against the influx.

Bakers rose earlier than usual Sunday to make extra batches of pretzels and pots of coffee to feed the chilfering but hearty revelers who had walked West Berlin's streets through the night.

Crowds of gawking East Germans filled the Leywerder confectionery store and cafe in the morning, discouraging the usual well-behaved cappuccino sippers.

Klaus Meyer, a barkeeper at the Joe Am Kudamm disco, said patrons broke or stole 1,000 glasses Friday.

The Haagen-Dazs shop on Kurfuerstendamm street sold all of its ice cream bars. "Normally we sell two to three a day at this time of year. Yesterday we sold 300," said George Sham pro-Mario from Ethiopia.

Turning his attention to other nations, von Weizsaecker, the former West Berlin mayor, said: "The West should be ready to help East Germany with open hearts and open doors.

He cautioned that the West should not try to impose Western culture on East Germany but urged the East Berlin leadership to stick to its promise of free elections.

Heinrich von Weizsaecker later went through the new Berlin Wall on foot and exchanged a few words with some, hurrying guards as he was mobbed by hundreds of people.

West Berlin Mayor Walter Monper and his East Berlin counterpart, Hans Modrow, once met at the Potsdamer Platz, once a vibrant city center but now a bleak no man's land bisected by the Berlin Wall and flanked by concrete fences.

Their highly symbolic handshake represented a start of a new era of optimism on closer relations for the German people, although Krenz and other officials have flatly ruled out reunification of the countries.

Earlier, thousands of people cheered as East German guards used jackhammers to bore a hole in the wall at Pots­damer Platz. It was the first opening created in the wall since 1962. The others are at Bernauer Strasse, Paschke­nalle, Mahls and the Glien­eker Bridge foot­crossing.

"It's a great day in our history and the history of the world," said Torsten Fischer,
Censored Georgetown paper stops publishing

WASHINGTON (AP) — Georgetown University students refused to publish an edition of their newspaper Friday because officials of the Roman Catholic institution had forbidden them to run an advertisement on an abortion rights rally.

The university's stand on the advertisement prompted swift protests from pro-choice organizations and national education groups.

"The ad was for a pro-choice rally and was basically expressing a political viewpoint. The newspaper's freedom of expression is freedom of its expression."

The twice-weekly Georgetown Hoyas had first asked university officials to review the ad, but when the university was slow to respond, the paper's student board of directors voted on Wednesday to reject the ad and publish an edition that did not include the ad in Friday's edition.

The school's dean of students, Jack deGioia, then told newspaper officials that they could not publish the issue with the ad, and the paper's board responded by resigning en masse not to put out a paper at all.

The newspaper did print up several thousand flyers explaining the decision not to publish and distribute them around campus.

"The reaction has been overwhelmingly negative," said deGioia. "I got to some academic buildings, and I found that some professors had already posted them on their office doors, while others were talking about it in their classes."

The American Association of University Professors, which was meeting on Georgetown's campus Friday and issued a statement supporting the students' decision not to publish. The resolution was also endorsed by the United States National Student Association, the Association of American Colleges, and several other education groups.

"We are a Catholic, Jesuit institution, and we don't allow advertisements of condoms, or other items or things like that," said Georgetown spokesman Gary Krull. "Basically it was an interdepartmental discussion between the dean of students — the paper's publisher — and the student editorial board."

Rebels continued from page 1

Guerrilla deaths totaled 93 and 55 were wounded, it said. Rebels gave no figures on their own casualties.

The armed forces said eight civilians were killed and 35 wounded.

Carlos Mendoza, spokesman for the Salvadoran Red Cross, said in a telephone interview that at least 20 civilians had been killed.

The Hoyas had identified five of the bodies, but there are at least 15 whose identities we have not yet established," he said.

Among those killed Saturday night was a U.S. citizen who taught at the American High School, which was given like NOW.

"We're not out for publicity," Hente said. "We just want to publish, but this is something we take very seriously."

The rally, which will be held Sunday at the Lincoln Memorial, is designed to build support for family planning and a woman's right to an abortion.

A coalition of groups called Women's Rights National Coalition, organized by Molly Yard, whose organization is sponsoring the event, chastised Georgetown.

"I'm kind of horrified that any university would deny free speech to students," Yard said. "That is to allow the open dialogue isn't a very good teaching example to a group that is there to get an education."

Hente said that the newspaper would accept — and try to publish — any other advertisement submitted in the future for rallies or forums sponsored by groups like NOW.

"We're not out for publicity," Hente said. "We just want to publish, but this is something we take very seriously."

"Censored Georgetown paper stops publishing"

The Observer/Gerard Watson

Women continued from page 1

Women's rights national coalition, which includes nearly 300 organizations, said it was concerned with the University establishing an environment where all members of its community can be most productive, states the report.

"Concerns of women are also shared by men on campus, beginning with the ability to treat members of our community as a matter of moral principle, and shared responsibility of us all," according to the report.

A committee worked during the year 1988-89 to gather data. At the Faculty Senate meeting of May, 1989, the committee presented its report on the Status of Women and Faculty Behavior, according to U.S. Embassy spokesman Barry Jacobs. Jacobs gave no details and said the victim's name was being withheld pending notification of family members.

The committee worked through the summer to gather information which resulted in the report presented to the Academic and Faculty Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees on October 26, 1989. The report made several recommendations and also suggested agenda items for the next meeting of the committee.

The report was presented to the Academic and Faculty Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees, said "It was a very well prepared and well presented report."

"I think that the Administration is concerned and aware of the problems."

The Academic and Faculty Affairs Committee discussed the specific recommendations made by the Committee on the Status of Women. He said his committee would be discussing possible solutions to the problems as the recommendations in the report may not be the best solutions.
T-shirt sales continue, but within regulations

By VICTOR CUCINIIELLO
Business Writer

Last year the Notre Dame’s administration cracked down on the illegal t-shirt making business in response to the exceedingly large number of t-shirts being sold on campus. The t-shirt sales were not only illegal, but started to cut into the profits of t-shirts sold in the Hammes Bookstore and at the Fret shop. Individuals were making money on the Notre Dame name without following certain procedures set down by the administration to sell t-shirts on campus. At the same time Notre Dame was involved in a legal suit against Umbrella Graphics for trademark infringements. These events led the administration to ban the sale of illegal t-shirts on campus and required all students to go through an approval process and abide by certain rules and regulations.

According to Brennan Harvath, a junior, who is currently selling University approved t-shirts on campus, the first step involved in selling a successful t-shirt is to generate an original idea. After the idea has been developed it should be brought to a printing company. This cost includes any artwork needed, t-shirts, and the screens used to create the prints. The production process usually lasts about a week and is returned to the student ready for sale, said Harvath.

When the design of the t-shirt has been approved, the t-shirt can be produced and marketed for sale. According to Harvath the plans for the t-shirt are brought to a printing company to be produced Harvath said, “about 288 t-shirts must be produced in order to keep the cost of the t-shirt under six dollars each.” This cost includes any artwork needed, t-shirts, and the screens used to create the prints. The production process usually lasts about a week and is returned to the student ready for sale, said Harvath.

According to the University policy, the t-shirts can be sold at concession stands, in dining halls, and at the Alumni Senior Club. However, there is one written rule that must be adhered to—that is the t-shirt must sell itself. No one is allowed to hold or wear a t-shirt in order to entice people to buy it, said Harvath.

There are several marketing techniques that student entrepreneurs use to promote the sale of t-shirts, Harvath said. One common method is to run advertisements in the various student publications distributed around campus. Another way to increase the availability of the t-shirts is to offer a delivery service for those who want to order by phone or don’t have money upfront to purchase the t-shirt. Also, in order to attract people to help sell and distribute the t-shirts Harvath offered them a discount on the sale price. Harvath also sold his sweatshirts to the Notre Dame cheerleaders with “cheerleader” running down the sleeves. He gave them a discount as well provided they wore them at all their practices.

In order to combat the student demand for illegal t-shirts, Harvath and other sellers have resorted to selling their t-shirts through the Alumni Association. Harvath said, “Sellers are up against students buying illegal t-shirts. They buy them just for the sheer thrill of having something illegal and wearing ‘colorful’ t-shirts for conversational purposes.”

PHYLIS SCHLAFLY
NAMED BY THE WORLD ALMANAC AS ONE OF THE 25 MOST INFLUENTIAL WOMEN IN THE WORLD

LED THE BATTLE TO DEFEAT THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

ELLIE SMEA L
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE FUND FOR THE FEMINIST MAJORITY

LED A NATIONWIDE CAMPAIGN FOR THE RATIFICATION OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

Speaking Wednesday Nov. 15
Library auditorium 8 pm

The Changing Roles of Women in Society: An Activist Viewpoint

Speaking Monday Nov. 13
Washington Hall 8 pm

“How the Family is Changing: a Conservative Viewpoint”

HEY CALVIN, YOU WANT TO PLAY HOUSE?

I DON’T KNOW... HOW DO YOU PLAY?

OKAY... FIRST, YOU CAME HOME FROM WORK. THEN I COME HOME FROM WORK.

WE’LL GRILL ABOUT OUR JOBS, AND THEN WE’LL ARGUE OVER WHOSE TURN IT IS TO MICROWAVE DINNER.

co-sponsored by
The Year of the Family Committee and The Dept. of Gender Studies
Gender issues concern our day to day lives

Gender issues. What in the world does this topic have to do with me, an average student? I don't see any big problems with sex discrimination. Besides, the Notre Dame male-female ratio is now almost even.

But the term "gender issues" does not mean war of the sexes or sex discrimination. It is not just about political questions like affirmative action and day care policy. We deal with gender issues every day in class, at parties, applying to graduate schools, and interviewing for jobs. We don't have to be feminists or chauvinists to think seriously about them. Whether our views are conservative, progressive, or middle-of-the-road, it is important that we all work on the same issues.

Gender issues are not about helping women at the expense of men or putting down one sex at the expense of the other. In fact, they stem from the harm that our society inflicts on itself by alienating so many people that no one is willing to seriously consider proposals to solve gender problems. Quite simply, gender issues are about the place of men and women in society and how we can look at them from both sides. Equal pay for equal work is a sensibly simple solution. Others have no clear-cut answers. Family and Gender Issues Week will not attempt to provide answers but will instead present different viewpoints so that we can evaluate, change, or solidify our own opinions.

Being aware of gender issues does not require a person to get up on a soapbox or go out on the picket lines. It implies a thoughtful approach to everyday problems and a consideration of the opposite sex. Both men and women should be open to the opinions and feelings of each other so misunderstandings can be avoided. What may be tagged by some as sex discrimination may simply be a lack of understanding or misinformation. Family and Gender Issues Week is not an attempt to indoctrinate the student body with any particular set of ideas; it is a practical discussion of issues that will become ever more important to all of us as we progress through school and go out into the real world.

It may be hard for many of us to see the importance of gender issues right now, but when we begin our careers and families, such issues will become critical. For instance, is a dual career marriage incompatible with raising happy and fulfilled children? Can a well-educated, intelligent woman find respect and satisfaction as a home-maker? Why does it seem that women rarely advance to CEO positions in firms? Is it right for a better-qualified male law school applicant to be rejected in favor of a less-qualified female?

Whatever your answers to these questions, your opinions are welcome at the Family and Gender Issues Week forums.

Julie Scharfenberg is a Junior government and economics major and a member of the Student Union Board.
World Awareness Series is sponsoring a week of events focusing on the cultural, social, and political characteristics of the Middle East. The First World Awareness Week begins tonight with short films, "Introduction to the Arab World," and "The Story of the Jewish People." On the next two days, we will be exploring the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective, followed by a screening of the feature film "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective," the subject of a talk by Dr. Rajmona Mohammad at 7:30 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre of LaFortune.

However, I have not arrived at a definitive word on the subject of a talk by Dr. Rajmona Mohammad at 7:30 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre of LaFortune.

The "justness" of affirmative action has not been clearly defined by Mr. Peralez as the best plan to accomplish the goal of racial equality in our society. If we are to decide right about the issue of affirmative action, it seems to me that we should be aware of all possible alternatives if they exist—proposed and unproposed, as long as they will comply with federal government guidelines. On the other hand, they also risk being sued for "reverse discrimination," as he did provide us with one example of the issue of each focus week.

Middle East Week begins tonight with short films, "Introduction to the Arab World," and "The Story of the Jewish People." On the next two days, we will be exploring the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective, followed by a screening of the feature film "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective," the subject of a talk by Dr. Rajmona Mohammad at 7:30 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre of LaFortune.

The Middle East is one region of the world which has been particularly important to me. How may Americans imagine a meeting of sheets, wearing bandaids over their heads, determining the price of oil and the length of lines at the gas station when Saudi Arabia is mentioned? How many Americans realize the Iranians as frothing fanatics bearing banners of capital? How many Americans understand the intifada exclusively as a similar conflict between Palestinian youth throwing stones and Israeli troops? How many Americans picture the Jews of Israel living in shacks and wearing shawls, and constantly bobbing while saying prayers at the Western Wall?

In an effort to understand the meaning of the Middle East, the student government has sponsored a week of events focusing on the cultural, social, and political characteristics of the Middle East. The First World Awareness Week begins tonight with short films, "Introduction to the Arab World," and "The Story of the Jewish People." On the next two days, we will be exploring the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective, followed by a screening of the feature film "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective," the subject of a talk by Dr. Rajmona Mohammad at 7:30 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre of LaFortune.

The First World Awareness Week features a program of Notre Dame student government, aimed at creating opportunities for the Notre Dame community to learn more about understanding of world issues. The series consists of a number of week-ends, each dedicated to exploring a particular issue through lectures, discussions, movies and a traditional meal. The "efficacy" of affirmative action claims by Mr. Peralez is arguable. Perhaps the means of choice whereby our country's history is presented, the frightful economic and legal consequences of the past, mind us of the past and present difficulties of minorities, I think. Unless we can do more to further racial equality and end discrimination by making racial equality true for our own lives and for those with whom we must be accomplished by any judicial or legislative formula.

Middle East Week begins tonight with short films, "Introduction to the Arab World," and "The Story of the Jewish People." On the next two days, we will be exploring the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective, followed by a screening of the feature film "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Palestinian Perspective," the subject of a talk by Dr. Rajmona Mohammad at 7:30 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre of LaFortune.

Finally, the week will be capped off with a traditional Middle Eastern meal accompanied by an informal discussion with students who participated in the Jerusalem Foreign Studies program last semester. The students will display their travel photos and Arab and Jewish cultural artifacts. Reservations for dinner must be made in advance with the student government secretary and $2.50 for students with a meal plan and $4.00 for all other people. The dinner will be held in the Blue room of North Dining Hall on Friday, Nov. 17 at 6:30 p.m.

In addition to the various events of Middle East Week, readers of The Observer will find a series of Viewpoint articles written by students who participated in the Jerusalem Foreign Studies Program last semester.

Charles Motzer
Chairman
World Awareness Series
Nov. 10, 1989

Alternative others than affirmative action may help end discrimination

Teachers and craftsmen at the Connick Studios for many years. These studios then recently closed after continuously producing stained glass windows since 1911. In fact, I had only last week invited Orin Skinner, the director of the studio, who is now 97 years old and very active in the Connick Foundation to visit South Bend and to see the windows in the Connick Chapel. How can I now explain to him what happened on the campus a few weeks ago?

Charles S. Hagers '65
South Bend
Nov. 6, 1989
'Living Dolls' is a living nightmare

by Joe Bucolo

To be continued

Monday, November 13, 1989

I used to be that network executive who saw such potential in a character on a program that they spun that person off into his or her own show. These days, it seems that the networks are in such a scramble to keep viewers, they have lost all sense of quality in their programming. "Living Dolls" is living proof of this trend.

Airing at 8:30 p.m. on Saturdays, ABC's "Living Dolls" is the latest spinoff of the popular comedy "Who's the Boss?" In the original series, Trish Hartman (Leslie Charleson) is a single mother who hires a body double, who then becomes the center of a love triangle. "Living Dolls" expands on the Hartman character, but in a much less successful manner.

The story in "Living Dolls" is that a new spinoff of "Who's the Boss?" is being created, but instead of Trish, it's her daughter Caroline (Deborah Tucker), who is the center of attention. The show is about Caroline's life as a single mother, living with her children, Samantha (Alyssa Milano) and Hilary ( lokale Remini), who are both highly talented and attractive.

But the show is not without its problems. The writing is weak, the acting is poor, and the characters are uninteresting. The show is also plagued by poor production values and a lack of cohesion.

The central problem with "Living Dolls" is that it is not a good show. It is not funny, it is not entertaining, and it does not provide any real satisfaction for the viewer. It is a prime example of how not to make a spinoff show.

The show is also not well-received by critics. The reviews have been universally negative, and the ratings have been abysmal. It is clear that the network made a mistake in creating this show, and it is unlikely that it will succeed.

In conclusion, "Living Dolls" is a show that is not worth watching. It is a prime example of how not to make a spinoff show, and it is likely that it will be cancelled soon after its premiere. It is a shame that the network wasted its time on this project, and it is a lesson that other networks should take to heart.
Pistons glad to be back after losing on the road

MIAMI (AP) — The Detroit Pistons flew home Sunday after a road trip that Chuck Daly described as their worst in his seven years as coach.

"By far," Daly said. "We're struggling, and we're still struggling until we get back the killer instinct.

The defending NBA champions, 2-3 on the trip, blew an 11-point fourth-quarter lead Saturday night against Miami and lost 84-78. The Pistons also lost at Indiana, where they scored only 78 points, and at Chicago. Their three road losses came 18 days earlier than last season.

"We've got great talent," guard Isiah Thomas said. "But right now we're not a good basketball team.

Saturday, the Pistons played an expansion team, while the second-year Heat played like champions. Miami rallied from a 76-65 deficit with nine minutes left, then won consecutive free throws in the final 62 seconds to pull away from an 82-82 tie.

"This was the best win in team history," said Coach Bob Rothstein, a former Detroit assistant. "We have played this year better than I thought we were capable of playing. Second-year players Ronny Seikaly and Kevin Edwards led Miami with 21 points apiece. Seikaly said the game was the only Heat (2-4) would not have won last season.

"No way," Daly said. "We're much a better team than we were a year ago. We're more mature, and we're learning how to play with each other," he said.

"We cherish every win as we go along, but this one is sweeter than any other, because the Pistos are the best team in the NBA.

Not right now.

The league's best team wouldn't miss 17 of its final 21 shots, as Detroit did Saturday. Thomas and Joe Dumars were the only Pistons to score in the final nine minutes.

Center James Edwards missed two free throws in the final nine seconds, and the Heat trailed 86-84. He missed all seven of his field-goal attempts and has hit only five of 24 in the past four games.

The Pistons are off until a rematch with the Heat on Detroit.
Flanner defeats IH soccer crown

Penalty kicks the difference in title game win over Zahm

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

In what seemingly was a carbon copy of last year's men's Interhall soccer championship game, Planner once again came out on top to claim its second consecutive title. With the score knotted at 1-1 after regulation play, Zahm and Planner played three scoreless five-minute overtimes before the Planner squad won on penalty kicks by a 5-4 margin.

"Zahm's certainly got the best goalkeeper we've seen this season," said Planner head coach Gary Leonard, "but that's the whole idea behind penalty kicks: deciding an eventual winner. I thought the team really came out on top that night in a row. After Tom Ryan's first shot and Scherzinger stopped Planner's second, Zahm's Joe Russo's attempt hit the post. Planner's Matt Mechtenberg dove to his right and thus finished out the 1989 Interhall soccer season.

The defenses took control over the rest of the game as both teams could only manage shots from well outside the 18-yard line.

Zahm came back strong in the second half and tied the score when standout midfielder Warrick Muldrow put in a shot off a long throw-in by forward Jim Fitzgerald with seven minutes left in the contest. Following the three overtime periods, the squads went to penalty kicks.

"It's unfortunate that someone has to win to have that said," said Zahm head coach Gary Leonard, "but that's the whole idea behind penalty kicks: deciding an eventual winner. I thought the team really came out well and dominated the second half.

Both goalies made the outcome more interesting as Planner's Matt Mechtenberg and Zahm's Joe Russo came out on top.

Flanner defeated Zahm on penalty kicks to claim its second consecutive Interhall soccer title.

The defenses took control over the rest of the game as both teams could only manage shots from well outside the 18-yard line.

Zahm came back strong in the second half and tied the score when standout midfielder Warrick Muldrow put in a shot off a long throw-in by forward Jim Fitzgerald with seven minutes left in the contest. Following the three overtime periods, the squads went to penalty kicks.

"It's unfortunate that someone has to win to have that said," said Zahm head coach Gary Leonard, "but that's the whole idea behind penalty kicks: deciding an eventual winner. I thought the team really came out well and dominated the second half.

Both goalies made the outcome more interesting as Planner's Matt Mechtenberg and Zahm's Joe Russo came out on top.

Scherzinger stopped Planner's Tom Ryan's first shot and Planner freshman goalie Kyle Cadman denied Zahm's Joe Russo's attempt.

"I really have to commend our keeper, Kyle," said Fieber. "He's never played goal before and really gave us some great performances."

The teams were even in penalty kicks after Planner's Ralph Falbo, Garth Behrje, Shawn Fieber and Pat Cornelius converted their shots. Zahm countered with the combination of Kevin Kroel, Rod Foley, Scott Feeder and Dino Cohoct.

Planner's Matt Mecletson put in the eventual game-winner when his kick beat Scherzinger. Cadman guessed correctly on John Peeny's attempt when he dove to his right and thus finished out the 1989 Interhall soccer season.

The Rice University Publishing Program, June 18-July 13, is designed to develop talent, skills and career opportunities for persons interested in editing, graphics, marketing and production from throughout the country. For more information, contact the Office of Continuing Studies, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251-1892. Telephone (713) 521-6070 or 527-8603.

The Rice University Publishing Program, June 18-July 13, is designed to develop talent, skills and career opportunities for persons interested in editing, graphics, marketing and production from throughout the country. For more information, contact the Office of Continuing Studies, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251-1892. Telephone (713) 521-6070 or 527-8603.

Hockey continued from page 20

Dearborn scored a goal at 13:27 of the third period to take a 4-3 lead. But Notre Dame exploded for three goals in 90 seconds to defeat the Wolves for the second night in a row. After sophomore left wing Mike Curry tied it up with 4:19 left in the game, freshman Dan Sawyer gave the Irish their first lead of the game with his fifth goal of the season. "Dan's play so far this season is a testimony to why he was drafted by the Calgary Flames of the National Hockey League," says Schafer. "He's got a lot of talent, and he's working to refine that talent all the time."

Dave Bankoske, who led the Irish with 9 attempted shots, finally was able to find the mark when he added an insurance goal with 2:49 left in the game.

Senior goalie Lance Madson turned in a strong performance both nights for Notre Dame. He stopped 29 out of 33 shots on Friday night, and turned away 18 of 22 on Saturday for a combined save percentage of .854.

Alumni defeated Off Campus 16-8 in men's Interhall football action this weekend. Alumni also won their contest this weekend. Meanwhile the defending champions from Lewis defeated Breen-Phillips and Howard surprised Farley in the women's Interhall flag football.
By Steve Megargee

With injuries sideline middleclass Joe Fredrick and Kevin Ellery, the Notre Dame basketball team's only freshman led the Irish past the Israel team Hapoel Galil Elyon since World War II, and that was the case Friday. The Irish scored all 20 of their points in the first half, and that wasn’t such a good idea. “I don’t think we played any better than they did, but the turnovers were the difference,” Fredrick said. “Anybody who caught a pass in the National Football League you hadn’t been able to throw a pass, but we shot out in the second half, and that’s not encouraging.”

Jim Harbaugh threw one touchdown pass and set up another, and Chicago turned two of Pittsburgh’s six turnovers into 13 points in the final 2:07 of the second quarter for a 23-7 halftime lead. Ron Zook and two interceptions by Brian Brisko in eight games, and William "The Refrigerator" Perry had two sacks and a fumble recovery for Chicago (6-4). “I felt kind of good in warmups, so I just went out there and played,” said the senior Irish co-captain.

Monty Williams

"Joe Fredrick told me to just shoot my shot, and that’s what I did," Williams said. "I felt kind of good in warmups, so I just went out there and played,"

Frederick missed the game with a sore back, while an ankle injury kept Ellery out of action. Sophomore forward LaPhonso Ellis, academically ineligible during the first semester, also did not play against Hapoel Galil Elyon. Despite those absences, the Irish never trailed Friday evening.

Hapoel Galil Elyon still managed to keep the game in doubt until the final minutes, thanks in part to Notre Dame's ice-cold 40 percent second-half shooting. When Kennedy stole an Irish pass and made a layup on the other end, Notre Dame's lead was down to 65-62 with a little more than four minutes left.

Jackson, who had a team-leading 15 points, responded with a three-point goal, then scored the game's next basket a minute later, to put the Irish up 70-62 with 1:28 left.

Jackson finished the game shooting 5-of-17 from three-point range and just 1-of-6 from the stripe. The biggest thing for us is we got to play somebody besides ourselves, and it came down to us being up there and having to make some big shots," said Notre Dame co-captain. "Without three of our top seven players, it gave us the opportunity to for some other players to show what they could do."

Phipps said that he used the game as a chance to have different combinations of players on the floor. "It was like being a player when we played Zadar," said Phipps, referring to last season's 71-68 preseason win over a Yugoslavian team. "We're going against some different people who play smart basketball, and we use different combinations of people to see what they could do."

Notre Dame opens its season Nov. 28 with a home game against San Francisco.

Bears whip Steelers, Chargers edge Raiders in NFL

(AP) - Chicago won in Pittsburgh 23-7, and the Steelers scored all 20 of their points in the first half as the Irish won 42-14, led into the intermission, said he took some advice from his

Monty Williams

"When you keep making mistakes and turning it over, there’s not much of an explanation to anything," Steelers coach Chuck Noll said.

The other game, it was Los Angeles Rams 31, New York Giants 19; San Francisco 21, Atlanta 3; Denver 16, Kansas City 13; Detroit 20, Baltimore 19.

The touchdown run was set up when the Chargers' Ken Woodard partially blocked Jeff Gossert's punt. San Diego's Codric Figaro recovered at the Raiders 23 and Spencer scored four plays later.

The Raiders fell to 5-5 despite Bo Jackson's third 100-yard rushing game. He had 103 yards in 21 carries.

Rams 31, Giants 10

Jim Everett completed 23 of 33 passes for 295 yards, including two touchdowns in the final minute of the first half, as he and the Los Angeles Rams returned to their early season form.

The loss by the Giants (8-2) halted their four-game winning streak.

49ers 45, Falcons 3

Joe Montana passed for three touchdown passes and ran for a 5-yard touchdown run with 8:48 to play. When Kennedy stole an Irish pass and made a layup on the other end, Notre Dame's lead was down to 65-62 with a little more than four minutes left.

Jackson, who had a team-leading 15 points, responded with a three-point goal, then scored the game's next basket a minute later, to put the Irish up 70-62 with 1:28 left.
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Phipps said that he used the game as a chance to have different combinations of players on the floor. "It was like being a player when we played Zadar," said Phipps, referring to last season's 71-68 preseason win over a Yugoslavian team. "We're going against some different people who play smart basketball, and we use different combinations of people to see what they could do."
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Oh, Teacher, have I got an Apple for you!

Today, computer technology is an important and necessary element of higher education, for the faculty member as much as for the student. Curriculum innovation plays a significant role in the development and effectiveness of higher education. The key words to curriculum innovation today are "computer technology," more specifically, "Macintosh Computers." As faculty search for ways to use computers in their classrooms to encourage and improve learning, Macintosh is there with solutions; offering the most progressive educational tools for today's college environment. For more information about Macintosh products, contact the Notre Dame Computer Store, Monday-Friday, 9 to 5, at 239-7477.

On November 15, any student or faculty member will be eligible to win a Macintosh SE. You just have to visit Theodore's between 7 and 9 p.m. on the 15th and enter the Macintosh raffle. In addition to food and drink, representatives from Macintosh software companies will be demonstrating some of the many possibilities available to Macintosh users.

Mac Is What You Make It

1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Anthony Thompson's NCAA record 377-yard rushing game Saturday against Wisconsin may have vaulted the Indiana running back into front-runner status in the Heisman Trophy race.

"I didn't know that was that long," Watters said. "When they said I broke a record, I said 'What are you talking about?' I was right on the 20 when he kicked it. It was so high, and I kept backing up. I caught it, and I was following my blocks. Towards the end I was thinking, 'Man, this is a long run.'"

The Irish started slow, scoring one touchdown in the first quarter, on an option play from quarterback Tony Rice to Watters, who turned up the right side and ran 35 yards for a score. Craig Hentrich gave the Irish a 7-0 lead with the extra point.

In the second quarter, the Irish offense took charge, piling up 35 points while allowing the Mustangs their only score of the day.

Senior reserve quarterback Pete Graham scored his first career touchdown on a keeper with 14:22 to go in the half to give Notre Dame a 14-0 lead. Then the Mustangs took advantage of a fumbled punt return by Raghib Ismail to score, as quarterback Mike Romo hit wide receiver Andy Bergfeld with a five-yard touchdown pass.

On the ensuing punt after try, Notre Dame's Nick Smith blocked Matt Lomenick's kick, and the ball was picked up by Andrew Mack, who returned it 34 yards before being stopped short of the end zone.

The Irish momentum continued on a field goal by Bill Hackett with 8:16 to play, making the score 19-6. Next up was Watters, who powered in with 14:22 to go.

The final tallies showed 572 yards of total offense for the Irish (358 rushing and 214 passing). Notre Dame's three quarterbacks totalled 11-of-14, with Suddering and Graham each completing 3-of-3. Watters accumulated 69 rushing yards on seven carries, and freshman Dorsey Levens added 25. Sixteen players carried the ball for the Irish. Notre Dame did not punt.

The Irish maintained the attack, but not the scoring, in the second half. Setzer got the first touchdown of his career on a two-yard run with 10:51 to go in the third quarter. Hackett converted a 32-yard field goal and senior Rod West, playing an unfamiliar role in the backfield, scored on a one-yard run with 3:22 to go.

The final Hentrich PAT made the score final 59-6.

The final tallies showed 572 yards in total offense for the Irish (358 rushing and 214 passing). Notre Dame's three quarterbacks totalled 11-of-14, with Suddering and Graham each completing 3-of-3. Watters accumulated 69 rushing yards on seven carries, and freshman Dorsey Levens added 25. Sixteen players carried the ball for the Irish. Notre Dame did not punt.

Anthony Thompson's NCAA record 377-yard rushing game Saturday against Wisconsin may have vaulted the Indiana running back into front-runner status in the Heisman Trophy race.
Maryland ties Penn State 13-13

BALTIMORE (AP) — Maryland ended a 24-game losing streak against Penn State when Dan DeArmas kicked his second field goal of the game, a 26-yarder with 58 seconds to play that lifted the Terrapins into a 13-13 tie with the 13th-ranked Nittany Lions.

Maryland, which has not beaten Penn State since 1961, drove 57 yards in 11 plays to set up the tying field goal, moving the Terrps’ record to 3-0-1.

On their final possession, the Terrapins, who had been held scoreless in the first three games, drove 80 yards in 11 plays for the score after Terrapins defensive lineman Iubo Zirrakoke blocked a punt.

The Nittany Lions drove into the Maryland 20-yard line three times in the first half, scoring only on a 24-yard field goal by Tarasi with two seconds left in the half.

Penn State football coach Joe Paterno says he will treat Saturday’s 13-13 tie with Maryland as a loss. Paterno’s Nittany Lions will try to end their 13-game losing streak this coming Saturday when they host top-ranked Notre Dame.

Maryland differentiates at Orange Bowl path

STILLWATER, Okla. (AP) — To get to the Orange Bowl in Miami, second-ranked Colorado must travel through Kansas State. There is no reason to think the ride will be anything but smooth.

After flattening Oklahoma State 43-7 on Saturday, Colorado is 10-0 for the first time and 6-0 in the Big Eight. The Buffaloes have won each game by an average of 25 points, and have been able to avoid costly letdowns.

"I give them a lot of credit," Oklahoma State coach Pat Jones said. "They'd just come off two big wins (over Nebraska and Oklahoma) ... I sincerely wish them the best and hope they go on to win the whole shooting match.

Oklahoma State 4-6 and 3-3, had early success with a little trickery, on both sides of the ball. The Cowboys used no huddle in the early going, and when Mike Gundy and Curtis Mayfield got together on a 33-yard scoring pass on the first play of the second quarter, Oklahoma State led 10-0.

On defense, the Cowboys used third-string safety Cornell Cannon as a rover and had him shadow quarterback Darian Hagan. As a result, Hagan wasn't able to get outside on option plays.

"(Cannon) didn't cause us any real problems, but it was something we had to adjust to," Colorado coach Bill McCartney said.

The adjustment was simple - start rucking inside instead of outside - and the results were immediate.

After the first two drives netted only 2 yards, the Buffaloes reduced the Nittany Lions' next eight possessions. On six of those possessions, they put points on the board.

The fullbacks, Erich Kissick andilestone Hadley, each averaged 5 yards per carry. The main beneficiary was tailback J.J. Flannigan, who had 143 yards on 23 carries.

"We played the desired effect," Jones said of his defensive line.

Several freshmen waiting for chance to contribute were de­

livered a 13-10 lead, setting the stage for the fourth time in the game.

Thompson scored on a 7-yard run with 10:30 left in the third quarter. The touchdown capped a drive in which Penn State moved 88 yards in 11 plays, taking it inside the Maryland 20 for the fourth time in the game.

Maryland took a 7-0 lead with 2:48 left in the first half when Neil O'Honnell threw a 6-yard touchdown pass to Mike Anderson. The Terps drove 48 yards in 8 plays for the score after Terrapins defensive line­

the ball, and I was just in the right place," Flannigan said of his defensive game plan.

"We forced them out of their option stuff on the perimeter. We made it a fullback tailed game.

"We wanted to make them go to their power stuff, and they pretty well mastered around on us.

The result was 41 straight points, including 24 in the second quarter when the Buffaloes seized control of the game.

Flannigan started the barrage when he threw a 53-yard touchdown run, then Hagan added a 5-yard run and a 26­

yard TD pass to M.J. Nelson.

Hagan’s big pass plays were as painful to the Cowboys as Colorado’s tough inside running game.

On the first touchdown drive, Hagan hit Jeff Campbell for 18 yards on a third-and-5 play. Two plays later, McCartney called Cannon for 34 yards on a 38-yard gain.

On the ball on Oklahoma State 9.

"Then the offense really started to click," McCartney said. "We were a lot sharper today, and it really made it difficult for OSU."

West continued from page 20

"Even if we weren’t able to score against SMU, everything would have been worth it," said the New York resident who normally plays tight end. "Actually, my biggest moment was probably on Tim Brown’s punt return for a touchdown two years ago against Michigan State. Given the fact that Brown went on to win the Heisman, it was special that I made the last block on the punter to allow him to score.

"In the tunnel before the game as they introduced the seniors, it was the earliest feel­

ings I’ve ever had in my life," West continued. "It was a sad moment, but at the same time it was exciting that we had come so far, going from 5-6 my freshman year to a 22 game winning streak.

Another senior who had a chance to contribute was defensive end Dwayne Flanary, who intercepted the first pass of his career in the third quar­

ter.

"Greg Davis, a good friend of mine, came up to me, and he’s big on this field, so I intercepted the first pass of his career in the third quar­

ter."

"He (Cannon) didn’t cause us any real problems, but it was something we had to adjust to," Colorado coach Bill McCartney said.

The adjustment was simple - start rucking inside instead of outside - and the results were immediate.

After the first two drives netted only 2 yards, the Buffaloes reduced the Nittany Lions’ next eight possessions. On six of those possessions, they put points on the board.

The fullbacks, Erich Kissick and sostheme Hadley, each averaged 5 yards per carry. The main beneficiary was tailback J.J. Flannigan, who had 143 yards on 23 carries.

"We played the desired effect," Jones said of his defensive line.

Several freshmen waiting for chance to contribute were de­

livered a 13-10 lead, setting the stage for the fourth time in the game.

Thompson scored on a 7-yard run with 10:30 left in the third quarter. The touchdown capped a drive in which Penn State moved 88 yards in 11 plays, taking it inside the Maryland 20 for the fourth time in the game.

Maryland took a 7-0 lead with 2:48 left in the first half when Neil O’Honnell threw a 6-yard touchdown pass to Mike Anderson. The Terps drove 48 yards in 8 plays for the score after Terrapins defensive line­

the ball, and I was just in the right place," Flannigan said of his defensive game plan.

"We forced them out of their option stuff on the perimeter. We made it a fullback tailed game.

"We wanted to make them go to their power stuff, and they pretty well mastered around on us.

The result was 41 straight points, including 24 in the second quarter when the Buffaloes seized control of the game.

Flannigan started the barrage when he threw a 53-yard touchdown run, then Hagan added a 5-yard run and a 26­

yard TD pass to M.J. Nelson.

Hagan’s big pass plays were as painful to the Cowboys as Colorado’s tough inside running game.

On the first touchdown drive, Hagan hit Jeff Campbell for 18 yards on a third-and-5 play. Two plays later, McCartney called Cannon for 34 yards on a 38-yard gain.

On the ball on Oklahoma State 9.

"Then the offense really started to click," McCartney said. "We were a lot sharper today, and it really made it difficult for OSU."

You don't have to be the subsidicratory to know college is no picnic. But the IBM Personal System/2® can be a big help if you get more done in less time. You can organize your notes, write and revise papers, and create smart-looking graphics to make a good report even better. All this, the IBM PS/2® can make your school life a lot easier. And after school, it can give you a head start on your responsibilities. Because there's a good chance you'll be working with a PS/2® wherever you work after college.

For a real break, go to a student you have an advantage. You can get the IBM PS/2 at a terrific low price. So save money and make a smart career decision at the same time.

Coming soon: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

NOTRE DAME COMPUTER STORE
Office of University Computing
Computing Center and Math Building
239-7477

And I assure you: every student fills themselves with gratitude in no time. "I wish we had one for fun."
ND volleyball splits weekend pair
Irish down Ill.-Chicago, lose to No. 10 Texas-Arlington

By GREG SHECKENBACH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team split its two matches this weekend at the Joyce ACC, looking sloppy in a win over easy opponent Illinois-Chicago and looking good in a loss to nationally-ranked Texas-Arlington.

The Irish, 12-16, have played at the level of their opposition for much of the season, as shown by their performance against a lowly Illinois-Chicago squad. Although Notre Dame cruised to a 15-9, 15-6, 7-15, 15-7 victory, Irish coach Art Lambert was not exactly pleased.

"We came out very sluggish," stated Lambert. "They should never have beaten us in the third game. Our performance wasn't very good."

Substituting at will, Notre Dame used all of its players. Freshman Jessica Fiebolkorn led the way for the Irish posting a match-high 18 kills from the middle hitter position. Sophomore Jennifer Slosar contributed 9 kills along with a 231 hitting percentage to the visitors.

Along with the understandable mental errors, Notre Dame had many problems with the fundamentals of volleyball. "Our service game is very poor (15 service errors)," said a disappointed Lambert. "Right now, our blocking is really hurting us and we need to improve."

In the third game, Notre Dame, behind a boisterous crowd, knocked off the Mavericks 15-11. Slosar led the charge with numerous kills from the back row and one of her two service aces. Junior Colleen Wagner also provided some spark for the Irish tallying six kills and nine digs.

"I'm really pleased with Wagner right now," said Lambert. "All in all, she is improving everyday."

The fourth game was another tight battle with Texas-Arlington winning 15-10. The game was highlighted by the emergence of a middle attack for the Irish. Senior Kathy Cunningham and Fiebolkorn combined for 11 and 16 kills, respectively.

Junior Tracey Shelton had a team high 13 kills, most coming in the fourth and final game.

The Mavericks were led by the strong arm of Sara Madariaga, who smashed 20 kills by Irish blockers. Edrina Pogue contributed 11 kills and a season high 20 digs.

"We played well in spots," stated an optimistic Lambert. "But it is not a good performance for much of our team."

This type of performance has haunted the Irish all year. They got behind early and end up having to fight back into the match, many times falling short.

"Hopefully, with four days of practice under our belt, we can come back and eliminate our mistakes before our next match on Friday," said Lambert.

Notre Dame will travel to the Western Michigan Invitational next weekend for what promises to be a tough tournament.

**District continued from page 20**

Michigan beat us at our own meet (the Notre Dame Invitational) by two points, and I thought we could beat them, but I was wrong.

The bright spot for the team was that Mike O'Connor qualified as an individual for the NCAAs with his eight place finish at a time of 2:12.3. The district meets selects five individuals for the NCAAs who have not qualified on a team.

More good news for the Irish is that the whole team probably will be back next year. O'Rourke and O'Connor, two seniors, will apply for a fifth year and enroll in MBA school. The highly-touted freshmen on the team, Coyle and Burke, each will have a year of experience.

But as for this season, the team was naturally disappointing with the abrupt end.

"It was a big heartbreak for us. We're all pretty down," O'Rourke stated. "If we had run in the NCAAs, I think that we could have been in the top 10 again this year."

The district marked the end of what had been an awesome season for the team. The Irish rolled along, beating every team they faced except Central Michigan.

"As a whole, it's been a good year," Piane said. "We beat the No. 2 team in the nation (Providence) while they were ranked number two. We beat Georgetown, who advanced to the NCAAs, and we beat USC, a team that had beaten us last year."

Notre Dame also emerged as the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Champion and the winner of the National Catholic Meet. But the long season took its toll on the runners, and they could not sustain the momentum for the District Meet.

The Irish have qualified for the NCAAs each of the last two years, and finished in the top 10 nationally both times.

**ATTENTION STUDENTS!! ATTENTION STUDENTS!!**

NOTRE DAME'S DEVELOPMENT PHONE CENTER NOW HIRING FOR THE 1990 SPRING SEMESTER

20-30 Student Positions Available

$4.70 Per Hour

Flexible evening hours: 6:45-10:45

All interested are invited to an informal Open House/Information Session at the Development Phone Center (southeast corner of Badin Hall)

Monday November 13 or Tuesday November 14

From 4:00pm - 5:00pm

PLEASE JOIN US

For more information, call 
Carol McClymor 239-7938

or 
Mike Brace 239-7241

ATTENTION STUDENTS!! ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
Lecture Circuit
Monday, November 13

2:30 p.m. IBM Lecture Series in Nanoelectronics, "Quantum Kinetic Theory of Tunneling Devices," Dr. William Frensley, Central Research Laboratories, Texas Instruments, Dallas. Room 248 Fitzpatrick. Sponsored by Electrical and Computer Engineering.

4 p.m. Siegfried Lecture Series in Entrepreneurial Studies, "Influences Upon Entrepreneurship," Arnold Cooper, Lewis Well, Jr., professor of management, Purdue. Room 122 Hayes-Healy. Sponsored by Department of Management.

4:30 p.m. Lecture, "The Role of the Drosophila EGF Receptor Homolog in Oogenesis," Dr. James Price, Department of Biology, Princeton University. Room 283 Galvin.

6 p.m. "Quantum Kinetic Theory of Tunneling Devices," Dr. Lewis Well, Jr., professor of management, Purdue. Room 122 Hayes-Healy. Sponsored by Department of Management.

7 p.m. in the Heschburgh Library Lounge. Workshop by Marilyn Bury, assistant director of Career and Placement Services. "Resume Writing Workshop." Sponsored by the Department of Biological Sciences.

7:30 p.m. Lecture, "Sally Rand," Professor Bernard Norling, ND Department of History. Carroll Auditorium, Saint Mary's College. Sponsored by Saint Mary's Department of History.

Menus

Notre Dame menu

Teriyaki Cube Steak
Turkey Turnover w/ Sauce
Veal Grinder

Vegetarian menu

Turkey Turnover w/ Sauce
Teriyaki Cube Steak

ACROSS
1. Swamped
2. Nativity
3. Center of town
4. Sweet plant
5. Lacking sense
6. Bring to ruin
7. "The Wind in the Willows" hero
8. Cavern-dwelling miner of song
9. Arashi's grad
10. Duncan's headquarters
11. Forceful person
12. Suppliant
13. 5th day service
14. Seventh Greek letter
15. Insect trap

CROSSWORD

1. Classic Cheplin film
2. Be beholden to
3. Second of Ben Cartwright's sons
4. Gypsy gentleman
5. Coaster
6. Ferris Gallery display
7. Participants in 31 Across
8. Unlearned
9. According to
10. Section of Westminster Abbey
11. Items for a coloring book
12. Flattened at the poles

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
23. Forceful person
22. Dunce's
21. Annapolis grad.
20. Forceful person
19. Insect trap
18. Flattened at the poles
17. Bring to ruin
16. Lack of sense
15. Seedless plant
14. Seventh Greek letter
13. Cave-dwelling miner of song
12. Duncan's headquarters
11. Forceful person
10. Suppliant
9. 5th day service
8. Seventh Greek letter
7. "The Wind in the Willows" hero
6. Cavern-dwelling miner of song
5. Arashi's grad
4. Center of town
3. Nativity
2. Swamped

DOWN
1. In pursuit of
2. Steers
3. Comprehension
4. V, et or und
5. Kind of spectacles
6. Golfer's note
7. Descriptive of Ben Jonson
8. An explosive
9. Periods of highest vigor
10. Men or pop predecessor
11. Topsoy's
12. Common birthdays
13. Comida participant
14. Dread or dryad

PHYLILS SCHLAFLY

Lecture on 'How the Family Is Changing: A Conservative Viewpoint'
Washington Hall  8:00 PM
No surprises here - Irish bury Mustangs 59-6
ND makes concerted effort to avoid running up score

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Editor

The Good. The Bad. And the Ugly.
Notre Dame defeated Southern Methodist 59-6 Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium, as the Irish found a passing game and the Mustangs found they weren't quite ready to face the No. 1 team in the nation.

The Good on Saturday was Notre Dame. The Bad was SMU. The Ugly was not only the final score, but the Irish efforts to keep themselves from scoring and not embarrass the Mustangs by scoring even more.

That the Irish took four de-lay-of-game penalties to keep themselves from scoring was obvious enough, but Rusty Seitzer's run out of bounds when he had a clear shot at the endzone made Notre Dame's intentions all too clear.

"I wanted to score and I could," Seitzer said. Coach Lou Holtz told us that we could run up and down the field, but he didn't want us to score. He told me he was proud of me for doing what I did. I will be here two more years and I will have many more opportunities to score."

"It was the honorable thing to do," said grainius SMU head coach Forrest Gregg, who led his freshman-laden team fall to 2-7. "They did everything to keep the score down once the game was settled, but you can't ask these kids not to play hard. I respect him for it. It's a credit to the team and the coach."

Also ugly for the Irish were seven fumbles, three of which they lost. There were committed by the return teams.

"We tried to run before we caught the ball," said Hots, whose team improved to 10-0. "You couldn't make mistakes and get away with it. I don't want our team to labor under the impression that we can get away with it."

One return not botched was by Ricky Watters in the second quarter. Watters fielded a 54yard punt by SMU's Casey Clyce at the Notre Dame three-yard line and took it off down the right sideline, breaking three tackles and avoiding Clyce as he scored Notre Dame's sixth return touchdown of the season.

Watters' 97-yard effort was the longest punt return in Irish history, breaking the mark of 95 yards, set way back in 1909 by Red Miller. He has three ca-}
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New faces get chances to show off

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

Many people watch a game like Notre Dame's, 59-6, victory over SMU Saturday and shake their heads in disappointment. They complain that the game is boring and that the Irish shouldn't schedule such an inferior opponent.

For many members of the Notre Dame football team, however, the victory over SMU was a rare opportunity to showcase their talents. They are the walk-ons and the young future stars who must practice every day but are not quite ready for the primetime spotlight with Tony Rice, Chris Zorich and the rest of the big names.

Rod West, a senior who had his first touchdown in the past never made goal line stand last year, was one such player. West lined up at fullback, a position he occasionally played in practice and in games, and barreled one yard for his first career touchdown in the fourth quar-}

Sports Writer

ND men's cross country team fails to qualify for NCAAs

Notre Dame's ninth-ranked men's cross country team went into Saturday's District IV meet with high hopes for a berth in the NCAA Championship Meet. But by the time the last Irish runner crossed the finish line, the team's season had come to a disappointing finish.

In the overcast weather at Ypsilanti, Mich., the Irish finished in sixth place out of 29 teams in the district meet, failing to qualify for the NCAA's for the first time in three years.

Central Michigan, a team Notre Dame lost to earlier this year, won the meet with 80 points by placing five runners in the top 25. Ball State finished second, while last year's national NCAA champion, Wisconsin, was third.

"What a game it was for Tim Kuehl," said Seitzer. "I talked about creating scoring opportuni-
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ND hockey team sweeps Michigan-Debord

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer
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Central Michigan, a team Notre Dame lost to earlier this year, won the meet with 80 points by placing five runners in the top 25. Ball State finished second, while last year's national NCAA champion, Wisconsin, was third.

"What a game it was for Tim Kuehl," said Seitzer. "I talked about creating scoring opportuni-
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That the Irish took four de-lay-of-game penalties to keep themselves from scoring was obvious enough, but Rusty Seitzer's run out of bounds when he had a clear shot at the endzone made Notre Dame's intentions all too clear.

"I wanted to score and I could," Seitzer said. Coach Lou Holtz told us that we could run up and down the field, but he didn't want us to score. He told me he was proud of me for doing what I did. I will be here two more years and I will have many more opportunities to score."
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